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Presentation Notes
reconditioning takes twice as long as this de-conditioningOne week of bedrest equates to 10% loss in strengthan older person who is at threshold strength for climbing the stairs at home, getting out of bed or even standing up from the toilet, a 10% loss of strength may make the difference between dependence and independence; it is one of several reasons why, to use the memorable phrase of Dunedin NZ-based geriatrician Dr Nigel Millar (@nigelmillarnz), the person stays in hospital as, ‘a stranded patient’.Pathophysiology: An increase in the excretion of calcium in the urine and stool; after 12 weeks of bed rest bone density is reduced by almost 50% Also research shows that interactions with oler people are much less in the hospital setting than at homeNational hip auditLength of stayPressure on orthopaedic bedsEvidence baseInspired by the work in LanarkshirePeople are much more physically active in their own environment where they have more time and are more familiar with their own surroundings



Orthogeriatric nurse practitioner post 
 
4 rehab assistants 
 
Information folder for patients and families 
 
Scoping current acute to community pathway 
 
Introducing community staff into MDT meeting 
 
  

What are we doing? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a number of fantastic community based services in Forth ValleyWe need to support ward staff nurses and AHPs to have an awareness of these community services and how they can support patients at an earlier stage in their rehab



What is risk? 
Risk is a compound estimate of the 

likelihood and the severity of an 
undesirable outcome. 

 Risk is a subjective multi dimensional construct.  

http://www.hypebot.com/hypebot/2016/06/when-you-come-to-a-musical-risk-take-it.html


What are thresholds? 

Thresholds link risk assessment to different 
courses of action. 

 
They explain inconsistency and conflict in 

decision making. 
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Why use a risk assessment tool?Helps facilitate decision makingHelps communicate reasons for your decisions to others involved in the patients careGives confidence to the person making the decisionAids giving evidence in courtTools which separate the assessment of the situation and the decision to take action are useful.One of the common risks we come across is toileting. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjovLrUwO3VAhXJhrQKHVRzAbYQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.istockphoto.com%2Fphotos%2Frisk&psig=AFQjCNFC7lDrTVrdKaqN_OXLrP5lmYNOhA&ust=1503582743204148
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